ENGAGING WITH DIGITAL HEALTHCARE CONSUMERS
Patients Ready To Share Data But Healthcare Organizations Yet To Tap Opportunity
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

•

Healthcare lags behind retail and banking. The majority of consumer interactions with healthcare providers are still face-to-face

•

Consumers are selective in sharing healthcare information. They want physicians to be armed with electronic patient information

although retailers and banks are further along in interacting online.

but have distinct preferences on what they will share and how. They are less willing to share medical history, diet, and exercise
information that may seem crucial to receive personalized care and treatment.
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Healthcare organizations need to educate consumers on how their personal electronic information, such as medical history, will be
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Digital health data is a relatively new frontier. Consumers are not sure how companies will use it and are cautious about
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Untapped opportunity for healthcare organizations. They lag behind consumer readiness and adoption of online and mobile

secure and private, as care gets coordinated among a network of physicians, labs, hospitals, and health insurers.

detrimental use: denial of insurance (although ACA guarantees coverage), job related background checks, or health discrimination.

methods to track their health. For example, mobile apps and social media are widely used by retailers and banks to empower
consumers. To create such opportunities, healthcare organizations need to understand the role of digital data to engage
consumers and go beyond basics.

•

Accelerating digital initiatives in healthcare will increase access to care while driving down costs, particularly to treat chronic
conditions and to expand education and outreach. Health Insurance Exchanges (a centerpiece of ACA legislation) are becoming
the norm for millions of Americans to purchase health insurance online.

•

Unleashing the potential for analytics and Big Data requires breaking the barriers to aggregate health data to enable care
management, personalized treatment, decision support for patients and providers, population health management, fraud and
waste reduction, and other possibilities.

Visit infosyspublicservices.com for the Engaging with Digital Consumers survey announcement and complete results.
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